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Abstract

We examine the behaviour of an aspect-based001
sentiment classifier built by fine-tuning the002
BERTBASE model on the SemEval 2016 En-003
glish dataset. In a set of masking experiments,004
we examine the extent to which the tokens005
which express the sentiment towards the as-006
pect are being used by the classifier. The en-007
hanced performance of a classifier that only008
sees the relevant sentiment expressions sug-009
gests that they are not being used to their full010
potential. Furthermore, sentiment expressions011
which are not directly relevant to the aspect012
in focus also appear to be used. We then use013
a gradient-based method to identify the most014
salient words. A comparison of these salient015
words, or rationales, with the sentiment expres-016
sions reveals only a moderate level of agree-017
ment. Some disagreements are related to the018
fixed length of the rationales and the tendency019
of the rationales to contain content words re-020
lated to the aspect itself.021

1 Introduction022

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is a form023

of fine-grained sentiment analysis that attempts to024

determine the opinion about some aspect of a topic.025

For example, given a restaurant review026

Example 1. I love where it is located but the027

service leaves much to be desired028

an ASBA system should return the polar-029

ity positive for the “location” aspect and030

negative for the “service” aspect. Much work031

in ASBA has taken place within the context of032

the SemEval 2014-2016 shared tasks which use033

online consumer reviews of laptops, restaurants034

and hotels (Pontiki et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). Re-035

cent approaches (Sun et al., 2019; Trusca et al.,036

2020) are underpinned by pretrained models such037

as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).038

Kaljahi and Foster (2018) provide an additional039

layer of annotation on the English SemEval 2016040

laptop and restaurant data by explicitly marking 041

the span of the sentiment expressions, i.e. those 042

words deemed by two human judges to be actually 043

expressing the sentiment towards the aspect. In 044

Ex. 1, the sentiment expression (SE) for the “lo- 045

cation” aspect is love where it is located. For the 046

“service” aspect, the SE is leaves much to be de- 047

sired. We demonstrate that SEs are useful to our 048

BERT-based ABSA system by showing that perfor- 049

mance degrades when they are masked from the 050

input and improves when all but the SE tokens are 051

masked. We also show that SEs that are not refer- 052

ring to the aspect in focus are also being used, for 053

better or worse. 054

Saliency approaches to understanding the out- 055

put of a system attempt to locate the parts of the 056

input that contribute the most to the system’s de- 057

cision. We investigate whether the rationale (the 058

most salient words) according to a gradient-based 059

approach corresponds to the gold labelled SEs. The 060

highest overlap with the SEs (approx 50%) is ob- 061

tained by a rationale length of 50% of the input 062

sequence. Some of the words that are being used 063

by the classifier that are not in the SEs are words 064

that are used to identify the focus of the sentiment, 065

i.e. those that are related to the aspect, e.g. ser- 066

vice in Ex. 1. It is reasonable to expect these to 067

be salient. We also note structural differences – 068

the SEs have been mostly annotated as continuous 069

spans whereas the rationales do not have this prop- 070

erty; the rationales are a fixed proportion of the 071

input length whereas the SEs are not. 072

2 Dataset 073

We use the SemEval 2016 English ASBA dataset, 074

focusing on SubTask B where the label to be pre- 075

dicted is the sentiment polarity, the text granularity 076

is sentence-level and the aspect category is sup- 077

plied with the input sentence. The aspect cate- 078

gory is of the form ENTITY#ASPECT, e. g. LAP- 079

TOP#BATTERY. There are a total of 2000 training 080
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sentences and 676 test in the restaurant domain,081

with 2500 training and 808 test sentences in the082

laptop domain. The number of training and test083

instances is higher as approximately 15% of sen-084

tences are annotated with multiple aspects as in085

Ex. 1. Kaljahi and Foster (2018) add an additional086

layer of annotation to this dataset by marking the087

spans of the SEs in each sentence.088

3 Sentiment Classifier089

Following Sun et al. (2019), we fine-tune English090

uncased BERTBASE using auxiliary questions that091

are fed into BERT as sequence “A” together with092

the review sentence as sequence “B”.093

Example 2. A restaurant: What do you think of094

the QUALITY of FOOD? B The food was lousy -095

too sweet or too salty and the portions tiny096

We reserve 5% of the training data as development097

data, keeping the same distribution of domains and098

target labels as in the full training data. We jointly099

train on the laptop and restaurant domains, prefix-100

ing the question with a domain label to help the101

model to adjust to domain-specific patterns. Hyper-102

parameters are detailed in the appendix.103

4 Saliency Method104

For our experiments, we employ a gradient-based105

saliency method as recent discussion suggests cau-106

tion with popular attention-based saliency methods107

(Jain and Wallace, 2019; Bastings and Filippova,108

2020) and as results of Chrysostomou and Ale-109

tras (2021) show superior faithfulness of gradient-110

based rationales over attention-based rationales for111

seven of eight settings tested. Using the gradient112

for saliency has been introduced to NLP by Li et al.113

(2016). Gradient-based saliency methods typically114

use the derivative of the loss function used in model115

training with respect to the inputs, either with the116

gold label or the model’s predictions as an indicator117

of feature importance. The basic method described118

by Li et al. (2016) uses the absolute value of the119

derivative directly as a saliency score. We imple-120

ment a variant of gradient-based saliency for the121

input point P that combines the idea of integrat-122

ing the gradient over a line (Sundararajan et al.,123

2017) with using the average gradient in a sam-124

ple of points from a Gaussian distribution centred125

around P (Smilkov et al., 2017). We integrate from126

0.95P to 1.05P , using 15 equidistant points.1 127

5 Experiments 128

5.1 Setup 129

We first check what happens if we provide the clas- 130

sifier with 1) just the SEs identified by Kaljahi and 131

Foster (2018), 2) just the rationales identified by the 132

saliency method and 3) random subsets of the input 133

tokens. We then examine how well the rationale 134

tokens align with the SEs. 135

Experiment 1: Word Masking We derive new 136

training, development and test sets, with either all 137

but the target words masked or all the target words 138

masked. This modification is restricted to the re- 139

view sentences, i. e. sequence A is never masked. 140

We train the following: 141

• Full: Sequence B is the review sentence 142

• SE: Sequence B is the sentiment expression, 143

other words of the review are masked 144

• ¬SE: Sequence B is the review sentence with 145

the sentiment expression masked. 146

• U-SE and ¬U-SE: As SE/¬SE but with SEs 147

extended to the union of all SEs (U-SE) for 148

sentences with multiple aspects (see Ex.1) 149

• R@L and ¬R@L: We obtain rationales with 150

relative length L, L ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} by 151

applying the saliency method to the Full clas- 152

sifier, and keep only the tokens of the rationale 153

(R) or its complement (¬R), e. g. L = 0.25 154

means that one quarter of input tokens are 155

selected as rationale. 156

• A@L and ¬A@L: For each item in the data, 157

we randomly select a fraction L of tokens, 158

L ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. 159

Below is an example with the SE (in bold) and its 160

complement masked. 161

Example 3. 162

Full All I can say is W-O-W .
SE [MASK] [MASK] [MASK] [MASK]

[MASK] W-O-W [MASK]
¬SE All I can say is [MASK] .

163

164

We train nine classifiers for ten epochs, selecting 165

the epoch with highest accuracy according to de- 166

velopment data. In each setting, we use the same 167

set of nine seeds for random initialization. 168

1This limits the maximal relative distance of samples from
P and therefore can use a small number of samples without
the noise that sampling from a Gaussian distribution would
produce, especially in a high dimensional space.
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Target Training and Test Setting
SE/R/A ¬SE/¬R/¬A

SE 89.8 ±0.4 77.8 ±0.5
U-SE 86.5 ±1.2 72.4 ±1.3
R@.25 79.8 ±0.8 74.4 ±0.8
R@.5 82.8 ±0.7 70.6 ±0.9
R@.75 84.1 ±0.9 69.0 ±2.2
A@.25 72.5 ±0.8 81.1 ±1.2
A@.5 76.9 ±1.1 76.6 ±0.9
A@.75 81.6 ±1.3 71.1 ±1.5
Test set: Laptop + Restaurant
Majority baseline: 65.8
Unmasked (Full): 84.2 ±0.6

Table 1: Test set accuracy (x100, average and standard
deviation over nine runs) and effect of restricting input
to SEs, the union of all SEs where a sentence has multi-
ple opinions (U-SE), rationales (R), random tokens (A)
and masking all other tokens (¬SE, ¬R, and ¬A) for
25%, 50% and 75% lengths.

Experiment 2: Agreement of Saliency Method169

with SEs For each possible rationale length k, we170

select the top-k tokens2 according to the saliency171

method as the rationale of the prediction and mea-172

sure its agreement with the SE in terms of precision,173

recall and f-score of token-level I/O tags. Precision174

is the fraction of tokens in the rationale that are175

also in the SE, and recall is the fraction of tokens in176

the SE that are in the rationale.3 We exclude func-177

tion words from the evaluation as we observe that178

saliency maps focus on content words while the179

human SE annotation includes function words, and,180

at least for English, it should be straightforward to181

expand a rationale to cover the relevant function182

words if desired. Results are reported using rela-183

tive rationale length as a parameter, e. g. the result184

for 20% rationale length is obtained by evaluating185

for each test item the rationale for which its length186

divided by the input length is closest to 20%.187

5.2 Results188

Experiment 1: Word Masking Table 1 shows189

the word masking results. The classifier perfor-190

mance for full review sentences (Full) is shown at191

the bottom (84.2%), along with the performance192

2When a token consists of two or more BERT tokens, we
use the saliency score of the highest scoring BERT token.

3We report inversely weighted average f-score where we
count each TP, FP, FN and TP only as 1/N instead of 1, where
N is the input length of the test item in which the event oc-
curs. This is similar to micro-average but each test item can
contribute at most 1 to the four counts.

of the classifier that chooses the majority label of 193

positive (65.8%) The top row shows the effect of 194

masking the SEs or their complements. Masking all 195

but the relevant SE helps the classifier (89.8%,+5.6) 196

and masking the SE is harmful (77.8%,-6.4). 197

The ¬SE classifier is still performing 12 points 198

above the majority classifier. Test items with multi- 199

ple aspects will contain multiple SEs, and it could 200

be that the classifier is helped by the presence of 201

an SE for a different aspect which happens to have 202

the same polarity, e.g. 203

Example 4. Great food and the prices are very 204

reasonable 205

If we mask all SEs regardless of whether they are 206

relevant to the aspect (¬U-SE), the accuracy drops 207

to 72.4 (-11.8), confirming that these “off-topic” 208

SEs can indeed be helpful. Conversely, when all 209

SEs of a test sentence are included in the input 210

along with the SE in focus (U-SE), there is more 211

noise and the accuracy, although still higher than 212

the Full classifier (86.5%,+2.3) is lower than the SE 213

classifier (-3.3). These results suggest that the Full 214

classifier does not just rely on sentiment indicators 215

from the SE relevant to the target aspect, a strategy 216

that can be helpful when multiple SEs have the 217

same polarity (Ex. 4) but doesn’t work when the 218

polarities disagree (Ex. 1). 219

Even with all the SEs in the input masked, the 220

accuracy of the ¬U-SE classifier is still above the 221

majority baseline (+6.6), indicating that the classi- 222

fiers can pick up sentiment from outside the SEs. 223

3.1 points of this difference can be attributed to neu- 224

tral instances where the classifier has learned an 225

association of empty SEs with a lack of sentiment. 226

The middle and bottom sections of Table 1 show 227

what happens when restricting the input to ratio- 228

nales (R) of a fixed relative length, and randomly 229

masking input tokens (A). Compared to random 230

masking, rationales succeed at selecting useful to- 231

kens for classification. The .75 length threshold 232

most closely mirrors the behaviour of the Full clas- 233

sifier, but performance still falls short suggesting 234

that some useful information is missing. 235

Experiment 2: Agreement of Saliency Method 236

with SEs Figure 1 shows f-score of rationales, 237

as described in Section 5.1, for the nine classifiers 238

trained without word masking (Full). Any length 239

from 50.0% to 50.6% is an optimal relative length 240
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Figure 1: Agreement of the rationales with SEs for nine
sentiment classifiers; The x-axis is the rationale length
and the y-axis is the inversely-weighted average f-score

Figure 2: Sentiment expression length distribution

for all nine classifiers.4 The curve shows only small241

changes in f-score when the rationale length is in-242

creased beyond 75%. This is likely caused by the243

preference for content words of the gradient-based244

saliency method, causing mostly function words to245

be picked last and these words do not count when246

measuring agreement.247

A wide range of SE lengths would be a possible248

explanation for low agreement with fixed-length249

rationales. Figure 2 shows a preference for lengths250

between 0 and 30%. Lengths of 50% or more occur251

in 24.5% of test items. If we select an optimal ratio-252

nale length for each test item, in other words if we253

supply the rationale extraction with a length oracle,254

the f-score increases to 82.3 (81.8 to 83.0 over all255

nine runs) suggesting that a fixed relative rationale256

length is not suitable for producing rationales that257

agree well with SEs.258

A further difference between SEs and rationales259

is their distribution of the number of spans in each260

4At the pronounced step at 50% rationale length, the ratio-
nales of 52.0% of test items gain one token in length as for
sentences with an odd number of tokens, the raw rationale
length ends in .5 and switches from being rounded down to
being rounded up.

R ¬R

SE

¬SE

Table 2: Word clouds comparing sentiment expressions
and rationales: Rationale length 50%.

test item: 82.4% of SEs are continuous, 12.3% 261

have two spans, 3.4% are empty and only one test 262

item has more than three spans. For rationales with 263

50% relative length (highest f-score for agreement), 264

however, only 8.2% of rationales are continuous, 265

14.4% have two spans, none are empty and 60.7% 266

have more than three spans. 267

Table 2 shows word clouds5 for subsets of test 268

tokens selected according to whether they belong to 269

the SE and the rationale with 50% length. Tokens 270

selected both as SE and rationale are dominated 271

by sentiment words such as great, love and best, 272

and the negator not. Tokens selected by rationales 273

but not by SEs seem to focus on aspect terms such 274

as food, laptop and service. These may be needed 275

by the classifier to identify the correct SE. Also 276

frequent in this set are the coordinating conjunction 277

but and forms of be. The word clouds for tokens 278

not selected by rationales (right-most column) are 279

dominated by function words. 280

6 Conclusion 281

Using manually annotated SEs and rationales de- 282

termined by a gradient-based saliency method, we 283

have explored the behaviour of a BERT model fine- 284

tuned on a popular English ABSA dataset. There 285

is some overlap between the SEs and the rationales, 286

and differences can be accounted for by the fixed 287

length of the rationales, content words in the input 288

related to the aspect and the continuous nature of 289

the SEs compared to the rationales. The promising 290

results when all but the relevant SEs are masked 291

suggest that future systems should try to learn these 292

prior to or in parallel with the polarities. 293

5https://github.com/amueller/word_
cloud
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A Model Hyperparameters 384

For the classification head, we use two hidden lay- 385

ers with dimension 1536 and 256 respectively and 386

dropout layers with dropout 0.2, 0.5 and 0.1 around 387

and between the hidden layers. We fine-tune BERT 388

with a learning rate of 0.00001 and train the classi- 389

fication head with a learning rate of 0.00003. We 390

train for ten epochs, keeping BERT parameters 391

frozen for the first three epochs, and select the best 392

model according to development accuracy as the 393

final model. We train with a batch size of eight on a 394

11 GB NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU, accumulating 395

the gradients of eight batches (virtual batch size of 396

64). We did not tune the above hyper-parameters as 397

we immediately outperformed the LSTM and CNN 398

baselines of Kaljahi and Foster (2018), the gap to 399

Sun et al. (2019)’s results can be explained with 400

the combination of domains in a single model and 401

differences between the 2014 and 2016 SemEval 402

test sets, and our goal is to obtain a competitive 403
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classifier rather than one that outperforms the state-404

of-the-art.405
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